
State j.n·Medical Care 

The nature of state intervention in medicate has been determined by two factors the demand of the people 
on the one hand, and the ruling classes' urge to acquire legitimacy and credibility on the other. Often enough 
pQlides wh;ch have been a consequence of the pressures b,ought to bear by the work;ng class, ha,e subse 
quently adapted to benefit the interest of the dominant class effective medical care to the poor, can never, 
the article contends, be provide by a state geared to the interests of capital accumulation 

' MODERN societies, without exception. view certain introduction of m- (for aged) and medicaid (for 
rasic health care services as commodities to which poor) programmes and financial support to other agen- 
;,ery member of the society should be gauranteed cies, the financial contr,l>utioq of the state has, steadilY 
,ccess, regaroless -of their ability to pay. This general in tljO last two decades; come to bear the Jargist share '- ., 
,roposition seems widely shawl among nations, in the national h,alth tore expenditure. United 
whatever their cultural and political complexions: I{ingdonts National Health Se<vice is som,wbat. 
,astly different awoaches, boweve<, have been unique and rather incompamble among the capitoli,l, . 
adopted for acting on that precept" (Reinhard~ 1982). coonti:ies as it is run entir!'lY with state revenu~.Other'"'! 
Reinhardt's statement reflects a somewhat univer- countries heavily depend op different kinds' of 

sal value: but, besides approaches. the understanding insura.sce systems with heavy state and employet'coo· 
and inte,pretations of the general proposition be men- tributions. In Canada medical care is almost totally 
tions also differ widely. Though it has long been state care. eslablished that 'basic health care' includes food-cloth· Among die developing and under-developed conn· 
shelter-safe water-sanitation, etc, as popularly tries, the trend is similar. Pressure on the state to pro- 
µndmtood in India it actually means medical care. vide for more and more health care is put from all 
i ~ medicalintervention to prevent and treat diseases. comers-deprived · classes hl>eral section, political 
That is why the Indian state maintains a large number rorces and international community-albeit from dif- 
of institutions where a citizen, dying from some ferent JI1otives. Accordingly state health care js expan- 
disease, may claim free life-saving medical aid. There dinimore rapidly than private sector health care. Too 
is no state agency which provides free food to a citizen Indian scene may be reviewed in two categories-non- 
dying from hunger or for that matter"clothing, sh~lter, JI1edical health care and medical care. 
etc, to the similarly deprived. Neither is there any de- The debate in the wake of WHO's call 'Health For 
mand on the state from any quartor to arrange for such All' has brought about a change in the concept of non- 
provi~ons. In fact, conceptually it is yet to be accepted medical health care. It not only includes food-clotbin•· 
that the basic elements of health care should be pro- shelter-safe· waier-sanitation--pollution-free environ- 
vided free to the pauperised people; to each according ment, etc, but is also held to be dependent on educa- 
·to. his ability-is the motto; one should earn his tion, economic security or effective employment, 
living-is the precept. Emergency . situations, women's cquali1Y, social justice, political cOnttol over 
e g, disasters like floods, earthquakes, accidents. etc, econo,ny, etc. For all these factors the sup,enie role 
of course, make exceptions. In contrast, universal-free of the economy is indisputable. The market economy 
medical care by the state is not only welcome but such does not care for the achievement of all these health 
provi~on is actually there and more is being de,nanded. determinants for the broad masses. Clear ly, the private 
The endeavour to provide medical care for its sector of the economy cannot be·induced to work for 

members by human society is as old as any other social equitable distribution of non-medical health care, nor 
activity. state, religious institutions, voluntary callee- can such health care be achieved through individual 
tive efforts-ali have played their part. Modern efforts. Its realisation depends entirely on the political 
societies, enriched by inodern scientific knowledg~ direction of state policy and its effective inlpleffieDta· 
have tm;ned their attentioJt to basic health care with, tion. In otner words, non-medical health care for the 
as Reinhardt says, vastly different approaches. In the masses depends entirely on state intervention for the 
socialist countries, state intervention AS almost com- development of new economic relations conducive to 
prehensive in all aspects though the citizens contribute equitable distribution. 
in varying proportions to its financing. In the 
developed capitalist countries state intervention in the 
·matter of safe water supply, education and sanitation 
is quite significant and, though food-clothing-shelter 
remains as yet an individual responsibility, various 
.social security schemes help the pauperised citizens and 
-guard against death from deprivation. As regards 
medical care, approaches are different. In the US there 
is no direct state intervention and the semblance of a 
. tree market is sought to be preserved, but with the 
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Why State Medical Care? · 
State intervention in.medical care depends not so 

much on the economic structure of the sociai forma 
tion; all societies appear to agree on the state's increas 
ing role in providing universal medical care. The extent 
and magnitude of state intervention depend primarily 
on political commitment and then on the level of 
development of the state as an institution and on the 
degree of its dominance over social activities. In India, 
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the operation of preventive medical intervention, 
e g, national disease control and eradication pro 
gramme, routine immunisation, etc, is almost exclu 
sively in the hands of the state. Free curative services 

. operated by the state effectively reach only a few 
selected target groups, e g, government employees, 
including the armed forces, organised· labour force 

. (ESI), and the socially powerful minority in both urban 
and rural areas. The rest of the population depends 
upon various kinds of private and corporate services. 
AU concerned people agree that the services are made- 

_,,. _ __,-quate andeffective curative Services .do not reach the 
- ' largest section· of the people in need. A variety of 

prescriptions- have been offered as remedial measures 
an__cithese should be considered in their political and 
~anomic dimensions. . 
,. -,Jt is often .argued that liberal · phiianthropic 
welfare has given.way to, capitalist welfare measures, 
eg, medical care which is intended to contribute 
towards maintaining reproduction of labour; state 
medical care, like education, ,is actually a part of the 
social, wage of the labouring class. This argument ap 
pears to be relevant 'in the context of an advanced 
capitalist economy where the role of skilled and highl~ 
skilled labour is significant and capital's stake in 

- developing that kind of 'labour is high enough to justify 
large state allocations to medical, care ii} order to main 
tain the health of ,the labour force. In the drive for ac 
celerated Industrialisation in USSR and China, state 
policy accorded priority to maintaining the health of 
the labouring force by organising medical clinics in 
·each factory complex (Deacon, 11984; Wilenski, ,1979). 
But thisargument is not sufficient to explain the Indian 
situation. La:bour in Indian industry and agriculture 
is mostlylow-skilled and unskilled and the reserve force 
is so abu;,,dant that its· continuing health and quality 
cause the least worry to the capitalists. There is as yet 
no evidence to suggest a linear co-relation between pro 
ductivity and Imprevement of the health status of the 
people. Even in the case of the ESi, the apathy and 
neglect of the stateas wellas of the employers indicate 
that they are more Interested in something other than 
the protection of the workers' health. On the other 
hand.ithe argument that the entire state medical care 
service is entended lo earn legitimacy for the ruling 
classes and the •existing social .order and to secure 
credibility for the state as the benevolent friend of the 
poor appears. to be more plausible, ft wiH be evident 
if the reai state of affairs prevailing in the operation 
of the state health service is reviewed. · 

State autho,rities never tire of proclaiming that the 
· state service is free and is meant for the poor. Actually, 
both tli.e principle and practice are otherwise. In 

. ....,. principle=degal, constitutional and otherwise=-state 
medicare is not meant foJ' the poor alone. By policy 
Lite access is uni versal; Both the millionaire and pauper 
have equaf rights to claim free state service; Not only 
that, the population groups who enjoy exclusive access 
to reserved medicare schemes, ,e ·g, CGHS, £SI, raifway, 
armed forces, public undertakings, big industries, etc, 

· alsoreceive free treatment from state hospitals without 
restriction. Even foreigners are freely entertained as a 
routine. What happens really is that the larger portion 
of effective state medicare is cornered _by the socially 
ecpnomically-politically powerful sections who, in ad 
dition, are exclusive recipients. of other medicare pro 
jects. not accessible to the poor. That the real objec 
tives of state policy are compatible witn this situation 
is evident from the fact that state rnedieare infrastruc 
ture is concentrated in the urban areas; that provision 
of high cost medical; technology, ·e g, C T Scanner, 
Ec:hodiagnostics, cancer-therapy, intensive · care, 
surgical super-specialities, etc, which have little 
r,relevance to the .major medical needs .of the poor 
(TB, leprosy, entertc disease, bacterial andparasitic 
infections, etc), is rapidly increasing;_'and thatthe state 
frequently spends large amounts for high cost treat 
ment of dubious outcome for the. VIPs. An example: 
state medicare in West Bengal is· fairly welt developed 
compared to other provinces. B.ut ~ven after · the 
devas(ating experience of the enteric dise.as.e epid~mic 
in 11984, the .government is;unable,to provide for cheap 
oral rehydi:ation salt pac~ages ,to' th!! chronJca1Iy af 
flicted popufation on account of stringency of funds 
which does not imposeany constr;aint, however,. on the 
expansiol). of high cost technology proceeding as per 
schedule in the metropolitan hospitals frequentecf by 
affluent clientele. Secondly, state seivice is f~r from 
free for ;the poor. Supply of the needed essential drugs 
is grossly inadequate and pe.ople'have to,purchase these 
as a routine: In the urban and semi-urban. hospitals 
it is now customary to engage·at the patienrs own. cost 
an additional care-taker in order to obtaip. miniµmm 
necessary caring services. The practice -of some form 
of payment as premium to the· doctor or hospital 
worker for the priviilege of admission ,in a free bed. is 
still rampant in most of the provinces. Quite frequ.ently 
such premiums ae obligatory for investigative, su.rgical 
and simiiar services . .Jt should'fuowever be kept in mind 
that even wiin·the premium, state service, on the whole, 
is much cheaper than tfue market produ.ct both.for the 
poor and ,the afflu.ent. 

Medical Care :VS Non-Mediea1 Care . . " 

Offi~ial v1;:rsions: of state.policy, expert comqiea 
tators aad the WBG strategy for Health For AH-all 
in ,quest -of better. health -for ,the people-emphasise 
n.on-medical' health cai:e and preventive intecveation 
and underplay medieal care. Asa ,J'ong-.term strategic 
approach this cannot be dispu.ted. But a good ·deal -of . 
ambivalence and many contradictions appear .in .the 
field of practice: 'Fhe strategic approach, ,takes into coa 
sideration only the conventional measu.rable indices of 
health, :e g, mortality, morbidity, disability, water 
supply, sanitation, etc, on the oae hand and the pro 
portion of doctors, paramedics, ;bed~,.dr.ug coast:irnp 
tion, etc,. per unit of -populaticm on the other, in deter 
mining the efficacy -of health care service. But me~ical 
cate serves a _prime a~ed which .cannot be q)!lai:itified 
or statistically measured .. 
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Healers have been venerated and honoured since the 
,infancy of hUm'¼n society for the vital function they 
perfoi:m both at the individual and social levels; ,they 
Iiespond to human distress. Most of minor illnesses 
treat themselves; people Iearn to tackle a good number 
of everyday physical ailments themselves; when people 
seek a healer it is a response to more than the mere 
physical illness but includes added factors. of apprehen 
sion, fear and helplessness which compound the 
distress, 'iPhe healer propounds an explanation of the 
causation of ailment {however weird), prognosticates; 

,takes charge· of the battle, relieves the patients. of their 
helplessness, applies his. ,technology (however primitive 
andabsurdly ritualistic) of diagnosis and treatment and 
emerges "triumphant when the self-healing ailment 
heais.itself; The entire episode restores confidence and' 
'balance ,to the sufferer and his kinfolk, enabling 
them 1t'0 again face the adverse woFld with renewed 
courage-the unknown enemy is now known and con 
quered and the healer, the weapon ,to tackle the- enemy, 
is there. Even when the healer fails, he allays distress, 
offers-comfort and finally legitimises-death, the most 
fearfuli enemy,, by performing rituals intended to.ensure 
a cemfortable after-life for the dead. lf1his is one of 
the most vi tail psycho-social functions for mankind to 
adjust ,to environmental aciversity in the struggle for 
survivaj and progress, Biologically potent therapy came 
much Iater, ,only recently; fa fact, as late as in 1980; 
Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote that, except for opium 
and' wine, "if the whole materia medico, as now used, 
,could be sunk to the bottom of the sea, it would be 
aH ,the better for mankind=-and am the worse for the 
fishes"; Modern doctors also perform the same psycho 
sociai function, mrly they are immensely .more sue 
cessful owing to, the remarkable development of.potent 
pFeventive; lffe~saving, curing and ,felief~pFoducing 
technology of medicaJi science, But distortions of this 
very achievement have developed, influenced by 
economic and: soeio-cultural transformations. Modern 
medical' care generated tremendous mass demand and 
was, rapidly transformed into a commodity.attaining. 
its. characteristic features, Doctors rely,m or:e and more~ 

· on the infallibility of technology and are .at ,t1ie same 
time getting enamouredmOFe and more ,of ,its ,commer 
cia1l Feturn. Time for consultation is, now. priced and 
,cannot be wasted for demystifying, caring .and personal 
attention. 0rug industry, flooding the market with 

· useless dFugs, makes skyhigh ·ptofit .so that access to 
essential' drugs becomes dear for. the poor .. The very 
expansion of medicare. services ,gave biFtil:'l to hUFeau- . 
cratisation and de~personalisation. ln short', whil.e ,tb.e 
demand for more and better medica'1 caFe is inciieas 
ing, escalating ,prices are pushing it out of .the Feach 
of most people. 
Medical, caFe continues to be one of the most press 

ing felt-needs of an societies. Medical' car:e Fender:s 
cr:edibility to any health .car:e service and ensure people's 
acceptance ,of it. China's post-FevOlutionary health 
policy is a ,case in point. Policy maker:s understood: that 
in ordeF to ensUFe mass pai;ticipation in the puolic 
health pr:ogrammes, the people's. felt-need of medical 
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caFe must somehow be met and they ,rapidly set ,up a 
compFehe11sive organisation to serve even. ,the people 
in remote, inaccessihle, afeas. To impFovise, they ,Fequisi~ 
,tioned the seFvices of the indigenous system 0f 
medicine. ~he point is, to pFovide for: some form of 
medical CaFe to all Fegar;dless ,of standaFd and: quality 
which could: come later. 'Fhe Chinese health system is - . ~.#~ now so ,oFganisedi ,that a citi:zen of a ,remote viHage is -~ 
assured of the most sophisticated.tr:eatment, if needed:,, 
,in an urban centr:e .. 
ln our own society, ,:iueaching and practice differ:. 

While almost .everyone haFps on the :prioritY. need fo.J 
non-medical health car;e, in pFactice expansion of -.,,..,. 
nnecl.:tare seFVice goes. on unabated. Government health 
centx:es, established to ,provide .compr:ehensive lle.alth 
ciil'e, have over the years turned into-centiies-of ctif~ye 
seFvice. People, who peFsistently depFecate the igtJw 
ing trend of setting up sophisticated: diagnostic and 
curative centres, never faiil.,torush,theFe foF their: own 
needs. 'Fhe r:eason for this is not far to ;seek. Medicar:e 
needs of lndfan people are so urgent and' enormous 
that they overshadow all otheF needs. And ,their p1:iority 
cannot be over~empi1asised: 'l1hough i,t is. well-known 
that availability of safe water is the final! answeF to the 
massive pr:oblem of dianhoeal .diseases, the instant 
need. of the diar:rhoea-stricken dying chiild is ,curative 
intervention and not safe water. Th.1 save ,the ilife of their: 
dear ones; the poor l'isk further paupei:isation, ,the, 
extremely poor.risk destitution. Medical cafe is a com 
modi{y wb.ich ,never fails to: find consu~ers wh.o can 
not afford ,it. 
To sum up, medic.al ca,fe is ,the. most ,impOF,tant ,felt 

health need of the people; medical! care is the,pivot of 
health. car;e service; medical car;e adds cr:edibility toi 
health car:e programmesand:•enstIFespeopie'sinterest;. 
medical Cafe meets needs. of ;the people which,. though 
not qlla11tifiable;, ar;e indispensable in acquiring 
stFength to fight against adversities. And whatever: Fole 

,is. assign.ed, · on ,papeF,. to, medicali car;e, ,it"wirn continue 
,to , play ,the dominant one in health caFe service; 
iPe0ple's,deml(lnd fol' moiie and better medicali caFe wiU 
neyer diminish. . 

· Medical: Car:e Delivery 
How then to ensure a certain, :standard of ,effective 

,pedical care to ,the people?' At pr:esent the delivery of 
medica}i caFe·is operated ,thiough tb.Fee ,channel's with 
some ,overlapping. Firstly, free Cafe~tbrough govem 

,ment and non-government hospitals. and clinics. 
Secondly,; indirectfy paid car:e-through variOJIS 
medicar:e schemes for:· ,employed people, ,e ,g, ESil, 
government employees' m:edicare, coq;or:ate employees~ 
medicaFe and insurance schemes. ''Th.ir:dly, diFectly paid 
cai;e-through open market which includes a few 
voluntary institutions. 'Fhe system, as under:Iined 
earlier,,has fruled to pr:ovide medical care ,to the poox:. 
'Fhat is why pr:essur:e on the .state to provide for tb.e 
depFived ,is. niounti"ng. 'Fhe State; On the one hand, is 
not in a position ,to. disdaim such ,responsibility for 
obviol!ls politica!l compl1,ilsions; on the other, it can11ot 
rea'1ly ,provide for a minimum stand'ar;d -of effective 
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medicare for the deprived population without [eopar 
dising the existing exploitative economic order, 'fo find 
,the way out, sever~ prescriptions have been off ered as 

. remedies. 'Fhe ICSSR - [CMR report recommends a 
6-tier organisation from the smallest unit at the Iower 
level covering 1,000 persons operated by two part-time 
voluntary health workers, The required cost has beer» 
worked out to be very low, e g, Rs 30, per capita per 
annum. Tlie eatire scheme -appears to be not only 
simplistic but idealistic as well, It also offers univer- 
sal access for affluent and poor alike; allows private 
market to thrive; does not provide fOF guaranteed 
emergency care and rests on the premise that both the 

-:.;-higher echelons of administration and the providers 
are imbibed with the spirit of selfless public service, ,. 
Several' other prescriptions include (a) people should 
b~ght and trained' in demystified P;inci~les of 
medical care so that they can take health m their o:wn 
hands, {b) indigenous and non-allopathic systems 
should be adopted to develop.anafternative cheaper 
culturally acceptable medicare fOF the poor, None of 
the alternative schemes suggests dismantling of ,the 
sophisticated modem medicare merrily operating in the 
market. !Parallel existence of inaccessible and costly 
1high grade and free low grade services devalues ,the' 
fatter and breed's demand for the high grade one. The 
poor are already aware of the virtue of moder» 
medicine. 'Il:ue,. owing to poverty, they have to go for 
the cheaper alternatives most of the time, but that ,is 
no indication that they love these alternatives OF have 
reconciled thefnselves to using '.them .foF evenGovern 
merit experiment in West Bengal illustrates the point 
clearly. Government appointed homeopath and 
ayurved practitioners arein a few health centres .. ,It Is 
a common scene in those centres that th~y spend' their 
days. witftout patients wlµfo people ,throng ,to the 
allopathic counter even when the latter is attended! by 
only a pharmacist. 'Fhe most repugnant feature of ,the 
alternative prescriptions is the common objective th.at 
each is aimed at Ughtening the burden of the state. 
People should be made to realise that they are respon 
sible for ,their own ill health and ,therefore must learn 
to take care of bealth hazards by themselves, Hence 
the slegan ''people's health.in people's hands". Or ,they 
ought to remain satisfied with traditionally superior, 
culturally compatible indigenous medicine with a few 
doses of cheaper but holistic bomeopathy here and! 
there. lm~y case, they should not bother the state fer 
more .costly modem medicate; The modern medicate 
system wiU be th~e but only-for the privileged and af 
fluent as:·usual. The alternative ,schemes have a com 
mon virtue. 'Fhey spare ,the state '1arge expenditure and: 
at the same time see to it that its image is not tarnished. 
For this purpose; a number or' issues; e g; culturaf 

compatibility, self-sufficiency, demystification, etc,, 
have been broached iri order to co~fuse the problem 
which is ,essentially economic. In fact, the chief con 
tribution ofmodem science is to demystify the secrets 
of the universe~naturaJ: and :biological. At ,the present 
level of ,knowledge,. the ancient medicines stand almost 
totaµy mystified', while modem medical science 'has 
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been able to, demystify the ,phenomenon ,of ill heroth 
and health caFe to sucili im extent ,that even illiteFate 
people now can-acquiFe· an ,insight fato ,the 'Socio 
economic andl biological! dynamics of physical! disease' 
and its management. Self..:help ,is another utepia. :It has 
long been abandoned' by_ humankind since the intFo 
duction ·Of division,of faQour in social' 1production. By 
no stretch.of imagination does it seem advisable,to,.con 
sideF cFeation of self-sufficient human 1beings produc 
ing their own material:,. biological and culturali 
nece~sities 1by themsel¥es or immediate ·communities. 
Tne developm~nt of state inteFvention in medicare 

has two .driving foFceS behind it. :Demand of ,the ,peeple · 
,on the one hand and' ,the ,ruling classes' ur:ge to acquire 
legitimacy and credibility on the other. V NavaFFO 
dest~ibes.the rel'ationship precisely. 'SeciaI demands 
ef 'labour' include ,increase of social wages, the com 
pre}iensiveness and :levels .. of which depend :on the 
stFength of working class pressure; 'social! demands, of 
capital' include measures. to, smooth down, .and! cushion 
the,dislocation, uncertainty and! disswelfare CFeatedi(t,y 
,the ,pFOCesS of,capital,accumulation, e: g, social! security 
and health can:; Navarro,explains, ",ther;e fano single 
factor explanation of:s~ali policy ... there is no,ciear0 
cut .dichotomy between ,the social needs o'fcapitall andl 
,the .. socia:l demands of labeur. Any given policy ,can 
serve both. Indeed!,. the socia], policies ,that serve ,the 
interests of the working class, can· be· 'subsequently 
adapted ,to:. benefit the' inteFeStS Of ,the dominant 
class .... the 'bias 9fthe system' has alwaysins11Fed,that 
tl).ese policies can be deflected1 to .su,it ,the ,capitalist 
,class. Indeed, history shows ,that concessions won by 
labour in the class 'Struggl'e bec9me,. in the absence of 
further struggle, modified'. to serve the ,inteFests of ,the 
capitalist dass" '(Navarro, 1976}, Several' spanners. have . 
been thrown intQ' this convenient ,pFocess, of cences" 
sion and legitimacy-fast rising ,cost of mod'ef,n 
medicare, ,incFeased demands fFom aHI sections of 
,population, incFeased awareness of ,the discriminatory 
distribution of state services, ,effect of theinternationali 
slogan of Health: FOF ,Ml, incteased ,trade unionism 
among the empfqyees ,oJ the state hea!lth seFvices, ,etc,, 
to name a few. Me,Fe sl'ogans andl.supefficial measures 
now fail to contain.dissatisfaction. 1lt ts now ,fea:lised 
,that ,pFo¥ision fOF a minimum standaFd of medicare 
for all ,entails. a ·magnitude of e~penditme suFe to 
undermine .other, state pfiorities determined! by the 
ruling da~ses. Hend the 11Fge an.d ,campaign for 
cheapeF alternatives .. 'Noteworthy is the fact that ,the 
alteFnatives aFe :ptescrtbed for ,only the ,poor. 'iVhe state 
cannot a'M6rd ,to a:lienate the ,privi:Ieg.eg.dasses. 

What ,the ~00r Must 0emandl 
Underplaying ,of the rofo ,of medica!l caFe ·shouldl 

stop, Such ,underplaying ,ignoFes.·the feft-n.eed! of tn.e 
people.. Ra:kku's StOFy 1Fevealingly demonstFates that 
Rakku risked further ,pauperisation., foi; ,the ,elusive life- 

. saving medicaFe for her child; seeing. ,the government 
auxiliary-nurse-midwife.on her way to ,the city hospital, 
'"she suddenly felt .fesentmen.t towards, ,tltis.·woman. ;She 
wondeFed' why as a. health worker she did! not have 



medicines for helping sick children. Why didshe only 
have injections [ vaccines] for healthy children and ad 
vice to mothers to stop having. more children! Here was 
her child dying and this woman could' not help her" 
(Zurbrigg, 1984), Valuable scientific advice about safe 
water, personal hygiene, immunisation, balanced diet, 
etc, do not cut much ice with the· Rakkus. 
Effective medical care tq·ihe poof will never be and 

cannot be provided for by ~ state geared to the interest 
of capital accumulation; nor can it be provided by col 
lective. humanitarian urge; India has a long tradition 
of -philanthropic, ch~ita~le, humanitarian effort to 
provide medicare to the poor and such efforts have 
increased through the recent spurt in voluntary agen 
cies' activities in the health field, but this has hardly 
made any ripple on the health scene. The deprived 
people will have to earn · medical care; it must be 
demanded from the .. state. . A: State medicare shoul<f be exclusively reserved fol' 
the large indigent population, i ,e, people living below 
a predetermined income Ievel, Other existing schemes 
of .medicare be similarly reserved for the existing . 
beneficiaries. Affluent people be left to fend for 
themselves. Semi-affluent people be assisted to develop 
their own medicare facilities through insurance system, 
as is prevalent in the developed countries. 
B. To operate this sche\ne, the population will 

necessarily be divided into economic categories as has 
been for the rural rationing system. In marginal situa 
tions and in the case ·of exigencies persons from 
unauthorised categories may be entertained in the state 
institutions but in exchange of a price, not free. 
C. Eventually other related functions will have to · 

be modified and rationalised. For example, state 
expenditure on .medicaf education will be steadily 
reduced to that optimum .level necessary to train per 
sonnel destined for state service. 
A host of objections and 'problems will come up in 

the course of implementation of this scheme. it has 
.been argued that such .a scheme is ·discriminatory, is 
not fesible and works against humanitarian principles. 
Surely it is discriminatory but it is a reverse discrimina 
tion in favour of the poor aiming to abolish the pre 
sent discrimination and introduce equitable distribu 
tion. The feasibility ·of such compartmentalised .ser 
vice has already been established. Several such 
medicare services; e :g,. ESl; urned forces, railway, etc, 
have long been functioning. In Andhra Pradesh such 
compartmentalised public distribution service for 
foodgrains is being operated for the entire state. About 
humanitarian principles, the less said the better. 
Is this scheme another alternative to meet the 

medicare needs of the.poor? Will the state concede this 
demand .if only its rationality and· feasibility are 
established? The prudent answer is NO; This scheme 
is founded on the premise that no scheme of equitable 
distribution and social justice is implemented by the 
state in an exploitative, class divided society. A few 
sporadic benefits may be realised from time to time 
through class struggle to produce only some palliative 
effect. The demand under this scheme is entirely dif- 
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ferent. It does not call for some concession for ,a par.. 
ticular group. It is not only a demand exclusively for 
the deprived classes so that they have a concrete slogan 
to struggle fOF and organise, but also-calls for restruc 
turing of the entire medical care system of the society. 
Moreover, the prospect of earning an exclusive right 
will ,pr9vide the necessary urge to strugg!e for it and, 
once achieved, the poor will be equally zealous.in guar- 
ding it. Likewise; ,the danger of exclusive control of a 
state apparatus by . the poor is apt to invite strong 
opposition and resistance. Jhe present beneficiaries of 
state service wiU oppose it as they stand' to loose an, 
existing privilege, The controllers of the state exch~~ 
quer will oppose it as it only entails inereased alleea- f 
tion for the poor but opens up a possibility of 
establishing a system of accountability of the ,providers. 
to the recipients. When, this inevitable ,oppos1troH( 
comes, it instantly identifies the reai beneficiaries-;' 
exposes the nature and utter inadequacy of the pre- 
sent system; ,it shatters the humanitaring camouflage . 
of the state; it niakes a dent in the legitimacy of the 
present order, In other words, this scheme envisages 
conLct and polarisation of the contending forces. It 
may act as a nexus for class struggle. 
The!!! again, what happens [n the unlikely event of 

the state conceding this demand? An exclusive state 
medicare service will necessarily render the situation 
conducive for the deprived classes to exercise control 
over It. The essence is control. Without control there 
is no participation. They only participate meaningfully: 
who weild power and authority. The very exclusiveness 
will generate demands for guaranteed service, accoun 
tability of ,the providers, uniform and better standards, 
more state allocation for medicare=-in other words, 
struggle for control,' Struggle for control will soon 
make· it apparent that Wlthout eventual control over 
the state itself, nothing could be .ic]µeved OF sustained. 
lt will soon be apparent that the' fundamental pFO 
blematic is political and economic. Without political: 
control no change in the economic order is possible; 
Without economic change, ,provision of non-medical 
health caFe will· remain elusive. 'Fhis situation is ·not 
pecu!iar ,to, health -care, The same situation pi:evails'. in 
the other sectors of state policy, e •g, ,education, hoµs~ 
ing, agriculture,. etc. The same discfiptlnatory practice 
operates under cover of u.niversal eligibility. It cannot 
be reversed without political control. 'Fhe way to 
achieve political control is struggle. ]t may also begin 
in medical care. 
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